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Scope and Contents
Letters between Harper's Magazine and Bernard A. DeVoto (1948-1955) concerning his column, "Easy Chair." Also includes
typescript copies of letters from Harper's to senders of letters of condolence and letters to and from Harper's concerning
DeVoto.

Preferred Citation:
[Identification of item] Bernard De Voto Harper's magazine correspondence, M0007, Dept. of Special Collections, Stanford
Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Immediate Source of Acquisition

Conditions Governing Use
While Special Collections is the owner of the physical and digital items, permission to examine collection materials is not an
authorization to publish. These materials are made available for use in research, teaching, and private study. Any
transmission or reproduction beyond that allowed by fair use requires permission from the owners of rights, heir(s) or
assigns.

Conditions Governing Access
Open for research. Note that material must be requested at least 36 hours in advance of intended use.

Paging
Page from library catalog: https://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/4082782

folder 1 Manuscript and typed letters and postcards from DeVoto to Harpers 111087 1948 ; 1953
Jan 19-1955 Jun
Scope and Contents note
31 manuscript and typed letters and postcards signed from DeVoto to Harper's.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

folder 2 Letters from Harpers to DeVoto 111085 1952 Dec-1955 Aug
Scope and Contents note
49 typescript copies of letters from Harpers to DeVoto concerning his "Easy Chair" column.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

folder 3 Acknowledgements 111083
Scope and Contents note
42 typescript copies of acknowledgements from Harpers to senders of letters of condolence.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.
folder 4  
**Letters from Harpers concerning DeVoto and the "Easy Chair" 111081 1953 May 12-1955 Dec 24**

Scope and Contents note
49 typescript copies of letters from Harpers to DeVoto concerning his "Easy Chair" column.

Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

folder 5  
**Letters to Harpers concerning DeVoto or his column 111079**

Scope and Contents note
11 letters.

Arrangement note
Arranged alphabetically.